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Gee, Bob. Portrait of Vivien T. Thomas.n.d.oil on canvas. Johns Hopkins Archives.
Baltimore, MD.
This image helped me understand the appearance of the doctors involved in the "blue
baby" operation. I used it to help portray the characters better in the performance.
Thomas, Vivien. Interview with Jessie Gladden. 1972.
This interview on Vivien Thomas, shows what Thomas thought about his experiences
and events that happened in his life. I used it to better understand how he felt about not
having recognition until almost 16 years after the initial operation.
Potter, Robert D. "Saving Our Doomed 'Blue' Babies." The American Weekly 17 Feb.
1946, Science Editor: 1. Print.
This article on the "blue baby" operation tells readers about the operation and what
happens during it. It helped me understand how much Vivien Thomas was overlooked,
His name was not mentioned once in this article, while his white colleagues got all the
credit. I used this information to help shape Clara Thomas part of the performance.
Schafer, Pascha. Personal interview. 6 June 2016.
This interview with Dr. Schafer, helped me understand the legacy of Vivien Thomas in
the eyes of an adult cardiologist. Dr. Schafer told how the shunt that Vivien helped create
is still used in today's medical field. She also told how the babies with the heart defect are
living longer and longer, thanks to Vivien's work. I used her answers to help tell the
impact that Vivien created.
Taylor, Herman, Jr. Personal interview. 25 Jan. 2016.
Dr.Herman Taylor, the President of the Board of directors for American Heart
Association, explained the impact Vivien Thomas had on the association. He also gave
very useful resources on Vivien Thomas, Helen Tausig, and Alfred Blalock, which
explained the medical terms for the "blue baby" Operation. I used this source to create the
performance more accurate.
Thomas, Vivien T. A Letter From Vivien Thomas. Johns Hopkins Medicine. N.p., 12
Sept. 1975 Web.2 Jan. 2016 <http://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/mcp/front_page/anna/
transcript_thomas.html#trans>.
This image shows the letter that Vivien Thomas wrote to Dr. Haller. I used it to aid me in
understanding the importance of the dog Anna, who was in the operation and trials to find
the cure for the "blue baby" syndrome.
Thomas, Vivien T. Interview with Peter D. Olch. 20 Apr. 1967.
This interview went over how Vivien Thomas worked with other doctors like Alfred
Blalock, Helen Taussig, and Joseph Beard, to become the person he was. Thomas also
answered questions on the operation, his relationship with Blalock, and the lack of credit

he received from the operation's publicity. I used it to help understand Thomas's thoughts
on his different experiences with his coworkers.
Time Magazine. "Babies of Blue Babies." Time 28 Sept. 1962: n. pag. Print.
This article tells how the babies from 1945 who got the "Blalock-Taussig" operation were
affected, and how their lives turned out. I used it to see that after eighteen years Vivien
had still not received recognition for his work.
Time Magazine. "Blue Babies." Time 31 Dec. 1945: n. pag. Print.
This article introduced the blue baby syndrome to the public, it told how Blalock and
Taussig figured out the cure by doing years of research. I used it to see how Vivien
Thomas was not credited for his work.
Time Magazine. "From Blue to Pink." Time 15 June 1953: n. pag. Print.
This article tells the struggle that Blalock and Taussig had to go through to get to be able
to do the procedure. I used it to help grip that after eight years Vivien still had gotten no
recognition for his work.
Time Magazine. "Man or Dog." Time 20 Nov. 1950: n. pag. Print.
Time Magazine provided an article on how the Blalock-Taussig operation took place, the
experiments on the dogs that took several years. I used it to help further my
understanding that even in 1950 after five years Vivien Thomas still has not gotten any
recognition.
Weintraub, Neal. Personal interview. 16 May 2016.
In this interview I asked Dr.Weintraub about the relevance of Vivien Thomas and his
work in today’s medical world. Through his answers I discovered that the blue baby
syndrome is still relevant and has stricken many patients and families. I used his answer,
that a modified version of the shunt Vivien Thomas made is still in use, to help tell
Vivien’s story and show his impact.
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Finkelman, Paul, ed. from the age of segregation to the twenty-first century.
Oxford: Oxford UP, 2009. Print. Vol. 3 of Encyclopedia of African American
History 1896 to the Present.
This book shows the history and involvement that African-Americans
had in medical history. I used it to learn the specific history of AfricanAmericans in the medical field in 1896 to the present. It helped me
understand the large part African-Americans contributed to cardiology.
"History of Lab." Heart and Vascular Institute [Baltimore,Maryland] 2015: n. pag. Johns
Hopkins Medicine. Web. 2 Jan. 2016.
<http://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/heart_vascular_institute/research/
by_laboratory/cardiac_surgery_research_lab/history.html>.

This article is on the history of the Johns Hopkins lab, The Hunterian, which was opened
by Alfred Blalock and Vivien Thomas. I used it to understand why they opened the lab
and how the lab is put to use today.
Joyner, Mary. "Patient from Blue Baby Era Finds a Home at Hopkins." Hopkins Children
[Baltimore] 2012, Spring 2012 ed., Patient Voices: 1. Johns Hopkins Medicine. Web. 2
Jan. 2016. <http://www.hopkinschildrens.org/uploadedFiles/News_Room/Publications/
Hopkins_Childrens_Publications/Hopkins_Children/ Hopkins%20Childrens-spring2012.pdf>.
This article on Mary Joyner tells how she struggled with the "blue baby" syndrome and
overcame with the help of Johns Hopkins University surgeons. . I used it to get a better
understanding on the personal impact that Vivien Thomas had on kids, now that the
"blue babies" are now adults.
Miller, G. Wayne. King of Hearts: The True Story of the Maverick Who Pioneered
Open Heart Surgery. New York: Crown, 2000. Print.
This book was mainly about a man named Dr. C. Walton Lillehe, who played a
major role in pioneering open heart surgery. He interacted with a plethora of
different doctors in his extraordinary life time, though on page 56 it tells how he
meet Dr.Alfred Blalock. It tells about the blue baby procedure and how it
compares to the other procedures that went on at that time in history. I
used the information in this book, though specifically page 56, to help
understand how the blue baby procedure was innovative to pediatric
cardiology.
Murphy, Jim. Breakthrough!:how three people saved "blue babies" and changed
medicine forever. New York: Clarion Books, 2015. Print.
This book set a basic timeline for the events leading up to the procedure. I used the
information about the characters in this book to help to develop the characters in my
performance.
Partners of the Heart. Dir. Andrea Kalin. PBS, 2003. Film.
This documentary on Vivien Thomas and Alfred Blalock helped me understand the
struggle that Thomas and Blalock had to endure to find the cure for the "blue baby"
syndrome. It also showed me the thoughts of Vivien Thomas and his wife, Clara Thomas,
and other people who had major roles in the "blue baby" operation, with small journal
entries, clips from autobiographies, and interviews. I used it to grasp the characters
feelings and emotions.
Petterson, Micheal D. "Tetralogy of Fallot with Pulmonary Stenosis." Ed. John K.
Kupferschmid. Medscape. Web, 8 Jan. 2014. Web. 6 Feb. 2016.
<http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/2063480-overview>.
This article tells the medical aspects of the "blue baby" operation and diagnosis. I used it
to get a better knowledge on the medical terms for the performance.

Phoon, Colin K.L. "Helen Taussig: Founder and Mother of Pediatric Cardiology."
Hektoen International Journal. Hektoen Institute of Medicine, 2009. Web. 3 Jan. 2016.
<http://www.hektoeninternational.org/
index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1798%3Ahelen-brooke-taussigfounder- and-mother-of-pediatric-cardiology&catid=66&Itemid=678>.
This online article about Dr.Helen Taussig, one of the first female pediatric Cardiologist,
gave a quick explanation of the "blue baby" operation and her role in the making of it. It
also shows me her background, where she was born, her education, and how she got to
Johns Hopkins. I used this article to get a better understanding on Dr.Helen Taussigs role
in the operation.
Rienzi, Greg. "Story of Legendary Johns Hopkins Team to Be Told by HBO." JHU
Gazette 17 May 2004: 1. Johns Hopkins Education. Web. 6 Feb. 2016.
<http://pages.jh.edu/~gazette/2004/17may04/17hbo.html>.
This magazine described the making of the movie "Something The Lord Made." It also
provided a quick run down of the "blue baby" operation, and the steps leading up to it. I
used this magazine article to help me understand the movie and the subject matter.
Something the Lord Made. Dir. Joseph Sargent. HBO, 2004. Film.
This film on Vivien Thomas, Alfred Blalock, Helen Taussig, and the overall "blue baby"
syndrome operation helped me by giving a basic timeline of the events that took place
during the operation. It also showed me the different relationships Vivien Thomas had
with Blalock and Taussig compared to other doctors in the office. I used it to gather more
information on the operation.
"That First Operation." Medical Archives JHMI. Alan Mason Chesney Medical Archives,
Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, n.d. Web. 3 Jan. 2016.
<http://www.medicalarchives.jhmi.edu/firstor.htm>.
This online exhibit of the first "blue baby" operation provides pictures and gave in depth
descriptions of the first operation that took place. I used it to help me understand the
science behind the operation.
"Three Eras of Cardiac Surgery, One Grateful Heart." Hopkins Pulse [Baltimore] 2015,
spring 2015: 1. Johns Hopkins Medicine. Web. 2 Jan. 2016.
<http://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/publications/hopkins_pulse/files/
sebindoc/q/p/2B4D9ABC9EEDEA247E471882E9CA7699.pdf>.
This article on Roger Girson, a survivor of the "blue baby" syndrome from getting
operated on, tells how he struggled with the "blue baby" syndrome and overcame his
many different symptoms with the help of Johns Hopkins University Surgeons. This also
showed me the personal impact that Vivien Thomas has had on kids and people.
"Vivien Thomas." The Annette and Irwin Eskind Biomedical Library. Vanderbilt
University, 1 Oct. 2004. Web. 3 Jan. 2016. <http://www.mc.vanderbilt.edu/
diglib/sc_diglib/biopages/vthomas.html>.
This web site's biography on Vivien Thomas highlights his accomplishments and his
background. It also map out a clear time line. I used it to help me portray Vivien Thomas
in the performance.

"Vivien T. Thomas, L.L.D." Medical Archives JHMI. Alan Mason Chesney Medical
Archives of the Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, n.d. Web. 3 Jan. 2016.
<http://www.medicalarchives.jhmi.edu/vthomas.htm>.
This online exhibit showed different photographs and drawings of Vivien Thomas and his
colleagues. It also gave a brief explanation of his past, and how he invented many tools to
help the "blue baby" Operation occur. I used this resource to get a basic overview of the
Operation.
Walker.CM., et al. "Bronchial Arteries: Anatomy, Function, Hypertrophy, And
Anomalies." US National Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health. Radiological
Society of North America, Jan-Feb 2015.d. Web. 17 Feb. 2016.
<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25590386>.
This paper on bronchial arteries told about what they are. It also shed light on where they
are found, where they originate, and what they do.I used it to gather more knowledge on
the medical terms and how they are used in the medical field to solve problems.

